Spindletop Crossword Puzzle

Down:
1. the man who discovered the Spindletop oil well; the gusher is named after him
2. self-taught geologist who helped Anthony Lucas find the oil
3. the major city the oil was found nearby
4. name of the hill where the oil was found
5. name of the oil well found on Spindletop hill
6. the substance found in the ground at Spindletop hill
7. brothers who helped drill the well at Spindletop
8. the container that oil was stored in

Across:
1. the man who discovered the Spindletop oil well; the gusher is named after him
2. self-taught geologist who helped Anthony Lucas find the oil
3. the major city the oil was found nearby
4. name of the hill where the oil was found
5. name of the oil well found on Spindletop hill
6. the substance found in the ground at Spindletop hill
7. brothers who helped drill the well at Spindletop
8. the container that oil was stored in
9. the name of the city that Pattillo Higgins planned to build
10. temporary towns that appeared near oil fields